We use the infrared excess (IRX) FIR/UV luminosity ratio to study the relation between the effective UV attenuation (A IRX ) and the UV spectral slope (β) in a sample of 450 1 < z < 2.5 galaxies. The FIR data is from very deep Herschel observations in the GOODS fields that allow us to detect galaxies with SFRs typical of galaxies with log(M * )>9.3. Thus, we are able to study galaxies on and even below the main SFR-stellar mass relation (main sequence). We find that main sequence galaxies form a tight sequence in the IRX-β plane, which has a flatter slope than commonly used relations. This slope favors a SMC-like UV extinction curve, though the interpretation is model dependent. The scatter in the A IRX -β plane, correlates with the position of the galaxies in the SFR-M * plane. Using a smaller sample of galaxies with CO gas masses, we study the relation between the UV attenuation and the molecular gas content. We find a very tight relation between the scatter in the IRX-β plane and the specific attenuation S A , a quantity that represents the attenuation contributed by the molecular gas mass per young star. S A is sensitive to both the geometrical arrangement of stars and dust, and to the compactness of the star forming regions. We use this empirical relation to derive a method for estimating molecular gas masses using only widely available integrated rest-frame UV and FIR photometry. The method produces gas masses with an accuracy between 0.12-0.16 dex in samples of normal galaxies between z∼0 and z∼1.5. Major mergers and sub-millimeter galaxies follow a different S A relation.
INTRODUCTION
The ultra-violet (UV) part in the spectrum of star forming galaxies (SFG), between the Lyman edge and ∼3000 Å, is dominated by emission from young stars and provides strong constraints on the ongoing star formation rate (SFR). The availability of many SFR tracers diminishes at moderatelyhigh redshifts (z > 1), where nebular lines are red shifted into the near-infrared and spectroscopy becomes increasingly difficult, while the availability of deep mid and far infrared (MIR and FIR) photometry is limited to a few deep extragalactic fields. In contrast, at these redshifts the UV band shifts into the optical range, which makes it possible to observe from the ground to very high depths, often making it the most accessible SFR indicator for large samples.
UV radiation is susceptible to attenuation by dust in the host galaxy. In many examples, only a few percent of the UV photons escape the host galaxy. It is therefore vital to correct UV luminosities for dust attenuation. The estimation of the attenuation normally relies on measuring the change in some photometric colors, often at wavelengths other than the ones to be corrected. This estimation also requires assumptions on the extinction curve and the geometrical arrangement of the UV sources and dust.
In particular, the relation between the UV attenuation and the UV spectral slope β ( f λ ∝ λ β ) has been empirically calibrated (e.g., Meurer et al. 1999; Calzetti et al. 2000) , mostly on local galaxies, and used in z > 1 studies (e.g., Daddi et al. 2004) . The calibrations used the ratio of the FIR luminosity (representing the UV radiation reprocessed by dust) to the UV luminosity (escaped light) as an indicator of the UV attenuation. The FIR/UV ratio is often referred to as the infrared excess or IRX and we label the UV attenuation derived from the FIR/UV ratio as A IRX .
Since the works of Meurer et al. (1999, M99 hereafter) and Calzetti et al. (2000, C00 hereafter) on the A IRX -β relation with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) data, a large body of work has been written on the subject, for example: Charlot & Fall (2000) , Kong et al. (2004) , Buat et al. (2005) , Seibert et al. (2005) , Howell et al. (2010) , Hao et al. (2011 ), Wild et al. (2011 ), Overzier et al. (2011 , Shimizu et al. (2011) , and references therein. The need for far infrared luminosities in order to determine A IRX significantly limited earlier studies to low redshifts. At redshifts of z > 1 such studies were limited to very FIR-bright objects, or to use alternative methods for determining the UV attenuation. The situation improved with the advent of Spitzer (used by some of the above references) and recently Herschel (Pilbratt et al. 2010 ) infrared space telescopes. The latter in particular performed deep extragalactic surveys that detect normal star forming galaxies (SFGs) at redshifts of 2 and more with a wavelength coverage from 70 to 500 µm in six bands that cover the peak of the FIR emission in SFG. Some of the recent Herschel results regarding the UV attenuation and A IRX -β include: Nordon et al. (2010) , Buat et al. (2010) , Wijesinghe et al. (2011) , Burgarella et al. (2011) , Buat et al. (2011) , Reddy et al. (2012) .
Most of the above mentioned studies report significant scatter in the A IRX -β relation, with different galaxy populations tending to lie on different relations. This may indicate different dust properties, different stellar populations that dominate the UV, or different star and dust geometry in these populations. The latter is of great importance as the arrangement of stars and dust is not yet clear and may have a strong effect on A IRX -β. Some authors favor a dust screen in the foreground with the UV emitting stars behind it. Others find better agreement with a mix of dust and stars in the same volume, or combinations of both possibilities. For example, Buat & Xu (1996) adopt a model where the stars and dust are mixed up to some scale height in the galaxy. Above this layer, additional dust acts as a foreground screen. The model of Charlot & Fall (2000) incorporates an age-dependent obscuration where the younger stars are more obscured than older stars that already left, or cleared away the molecular clouds in which they formed.
A relatively tight relation has been found between the stellar mass of galaxies and their SFR. This relation evolves with redshift and has been shown to be in place already at z=2 Noeske et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Daddi et al. 2007 ). The relation is often referred to as the main-sequence of star forming galaxies. In this paper we will refer to it as the 'main sequence' (MS) for brevity. Main sequence galaxies at a given redshift show many similarities to each other, in particular in properties that relate to star formation: e.g., they tend to show similar mid-to farinfrared SEDs (Elbaz et al. 2011; Nordon et al. 2012) , SFR surface densities (Elbaz et al. 2011; Rujopakarn et al. 2011; Wuyts et al. 2011) , gas depletion time scales (Daddi et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2010; Saintonge et al. 2011b) , light profile (Wuyts et al. 2011) , etc. These properties tend to change for galaxies with an enhanced SFR over the main relation (i.e. 'above' the main sequence). It has been known that galaxies with different 'birthrate' parameters b = S FR/ < S FR > (ratio of current to past SFR, where < S FR > is the mass over time since the initial formation of the galaxy) tend to lie on different A IRX -β relations (e.g., Kong et al. 2004) . At a given redshift, this parameter is closely related to the specific SFR (SSFR=S FR/M * ). Since main sequence galaxies at a given redshift tend to have a narrow range of SSFR, one may expect an A IRX -β relation for main sequence galaxies. Such a relation is expected to have some scatter to it, in particular at high redshifts (z 3) where time scales are short and the star formation history can have a significant effect on the inferred physical quantities (Schaerer et al. 2012) .
Stars form inside molecular clouds and a relatively tight relation has been found between the molecular gas surface density and the SFR surface density (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1989) , often referred to as the Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS) relation. Resolved giant molecular clouds (GMCs) in the MilkyWay and nearby galaxies show high optical depths and so the gas and dust in which the stars form also attenuate their UV emission. One therefore may expect a relation between the SFR, the molecular gas and the attenuation. However, there has been little evidence for a direct relation between the molecular gas and the UV attenuation, except for a general broad trend of increasing attenuation with the molecular gas surface density (Buat & Xu 1996; Boissier et al. 2007) . Wuyts et al. (2011) used a simple model to predict the FIR to UV luminosity ratio from the SFR surface density. The model used the KS relation to derive the molecular gas surface density from the SFR. Then, with some assumptions on the geometry, they derived the column density for attenuation. Their model was fairly successful at low redshifts, but developed increasing deviations as redshift increased. The nature of such an attenuation-gas relation should hold some clues as to the geometrical arrangement of the star and attenuating material, yet it is still unclear. In this study we use FIR photometry from the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS, Poglitsch et al. 2010 ) on board Herschel, combined with UBVIz photometry to study the A IRX -β in 1 < z < 2.5 galaxies. When combined with the broad and deep optical coverage of these fields, the PACS observations at 70, 100 and 160 um, reaching depths and resolutions never available before, allow us to build a sizable sample to study the A IRX -β relation and its scatter. Thus, we are able to perform this study at the redshifts where rest-UV observations become highly useful and often the most accessible SFR indicator. In addition, we study the relation between molecular gas content from CO measurements and the UV attenuation and spectral slope in 1 < z < 1.5 normal star forming galaxies (SFG). We also test these relations on low redshift galaxies.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we describe the data and samples used in this study. In section 3 we study the A IRX -β diagram and the structure of the scatter in it. In section 4 we find a relation between A IRX , β and the molecular gas mass. Then, in section 5 we derive a method to estimate molecular gas masses based on FIR and UV luminosities, which we test on a low redshift sample. In section 6 we discuss the effect of various stars and dust configurations on the A IRX -β relation and the reason we can determine gas mass from FIR and UV photometry. Our conclusions are summarized in section 7.
Throughout this paper we assume a Chabrier (2003) IMF, and a cosmology with (Ω m ,Ω Λ ,H 0 ) = (0.3, 0.7, 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 ).
DATA AND SAMPLES
Our far-infrared data is based on Herschel-PACS observations in the GOODS fields. We combine the data from two Herschel large programs: the PACS Evolutionary Probe (PEP 2 ) project, a guaranteed time program (Lutz et al. 2011 ) and the GOODS-Herschel open time key program (Elbaz et al. 2011) . The combined reduction is described in details in Magnelli et al. (2012) and is similar in principle to the reduction of the PEP data as described in (Lutz et al. 2011) . The limiting fluxes are listed in Table 1 . The PACS 160, 100 and 70 µm fluxes were extracted using sources from a Spitzer MIPS 24 µm catalog as priors, following the method described in Magnelli et al. (2009) (see also Lutz et al. (2011) for more details). For our sample selection we require a redshift (either photometric or spectroscopic), a stellar mass, a PACS detection, and sufficient optical bands to derive rest frame 1600 Å and 2800 Å magnitudes. Below we describe the constraints each requirement imposes on our sample selection.
Photometric redshifts are the same as used in Nordon et al. (2012) and thanks to the large number of bands and the high limiting magnitudes, their quality is very good. When compared to the spectroscopic redshifts: (z phot − z spec )/(1 + z spec ) = 0.033 and 0.038 in GOODS-N and GOODS-S respectively. 63% and 52% of the selected galaxies in GOODS-S and GOODS-N respectively have spectroscopic redshifts.
The stellar masses are the same as used in Nordon et al. (2012) . They were calculated using the method described in Fontana et al. (2004) , with adjustments as described in Santini et al. (2009) , see also Fontana et al. (2006) and Grazian et al. (2006) . To ensure good mass estimates, we require a detection in all of the 3.6-5.8 µm IRAC bands that cover the SED rest frame stellar bump (rest frame H-band) in z > 1 galaxies. We place a conservative lower limit on the selected galaxies masses of log(M * /M ⊙ ) > 9.3 in order to avoid the galaxies with the lowest derived masses that are more likely to be critical errors in the mass fit. This limit ensures detections in most of the bands between U and IRAC 5.8 µm and thus reliable mass estimates.
L IR (8-1000 µm) is calculated by fitting Chary & Elbaz (2001, CE01 hereafter) templates to the available PACS fluxes. Both template shape and scale are allowed to vary and the solution with minimal χ 2 value is selected. To derive errors on L IR we randomize the observed fluxes according to their errors while assuming a normal distribution and repeat the template fitting to derive a new luminosity. This step is repeated a large number of times and the standard deviation (STDEV) of the measured luminosities is adopted as the error on L IR . If only one PACS band is available (16% of the galaxies, virtually all with only 160 µm), we fit a CE01 template while preserving the original scaling of the templates. This introduces only a small additional error and no significant bias at redshifts 1.0 < z < 2.5 (see Elbaz et al. (2010) and the appendix in Nordon et al. (2012) ).
We estimate rest frame 1600 Å and 2800 Å magnitudes (M 1600 and M 2800 respectively) by interpolating between the available bands. We use UBVIz photometry from various instruments. In GOODS-N a photometric catalog has been extracted and compiled by S. Berta for the PEP collaboration (used in papers such as Wuyts et al. 2011; Nordon et al. 2012 , and others) and has been publicly released 3 . The GOODS-S optical photometry is from the MUSIC catalog (Santini et al. 2009 ). We exclude bands that have their central wavelengths between 2000-2300 Å in order to avoid the bands from being dominated by an enhanced attenuation feature around 2170 Å (the so called 'UV bump') that may (Buat et al. 2011) or may not (Calzetti et al. 1994 ) exist at z > 1. To derive M 1600 we use all remaining filters between rest 1200-2800 Å and interpolate the flux at 1600 Å (converted to AB magnitudes) by fitting a power-law. The fitting minimizes a weighted χ 2 , where we weight the magnitude errors by 1 + |λ filter − 1600|/1600 Å. This is done in order to give more weight to filters that observe close to the desired wavelength. Errors are estimated by randomizing the input fluxes according to their respective errors, while assuming a normal distribution and interpolating again to obtain M 1600 . The process is repeated a large number of times and the standard deviation on the derived M 1600 is adopted as the error. To derive M 2800 we select the filters that observe rest 1500-3500 Å (again excluding the range of the 'UV bump') and interpolate in the same way as we did with M 1600 . To ensure a reliable interpolation to the two wavelengths we require at least one band that observes less than a full filter width from the desired rest frame wavelength and at least two bands in total. For this reason we limit our lowest redshift to z > 1, where 1600 Å rest is covered by the U-band 3 http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ir/Research/PEP/public_data_releases.php and above. Finally, we select only galaxies for which the final error on β is lower than 0.2.
Since the presence of an active galactic nuclear (AGN) can significantly affect the emission in UV, we remove galaxies suspected as AGN hosts from the sample. Sources which have an X-ray counterpart in the Chandra 2 Ms catalogs (Alexander et al. 2003; Luo et al. 2008 ) have conservatively been flagged as suspected AGN hosts and removed. None of the removed galaxies clearly comply with the Bauer et al. (2004) classification as star forming galaxies according to their X-ray emission. While we may be removing some exceptionally rapid star forming galaxies, whose X-ray emission is due to the star formation and not the AGN (e.g., Alexander et al. 2005) , it will have a negligible effect on this study that focuses more on the bulk of the galaxy population around the main-sequence and a little above it. AGNs that are obscured enough to prevent detectable X-ray emission will also have their UV emission highly attenuated and the observed UV can be attributed to the star formation.
In total, our sample includes 250 and 200 sources in GOODS-N and GOODS-S respectively. The properties of our sample in redshift, mass and L IR distributions are presented in figure 1.
3. THE EFFECTIVE UV ATTENUATION VERSUS UV SPECTRAL SLOPE 3.1. Terms and Definitions Star formation rates can be calculated both from the total 8-1000 µm infrared luminosity and from the UV luminosity at 1600 Å. We adopt the conversions of Kennicutt (1998) , modified downward by a factor of 1.6 to match a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF):
The conversion from L IR to SFR assumes that L IR represents the bolometric luminosity of the young stars. In practice, we detect UV emission, indicating that some radiation escapes and is not reprocessed into the infrared. Therefore, for the total SFR we use: S FR total = S FR IR + S FR UV . S FR UV uses the observed UV luminosity and hence is missing a significant fraction of the luminosity which was attenuated by the dust. The effective UV attenuation A IRX should correct S FR UV to S FR total , i.e. log(S FR total ) = log(S FR UV ) + 0.4A IRX . We define A IRX as: Let β be the spectral slope, such that f λ ∝ λ β . While spectra between two wavelengths do not always resemble a perfect power law, β can always be formally defined between two wavelengths as:
where M 1 and M 2 are the AB magnitudes at wavelengths λ 1 and λ 2 respectively. In this study we adopt λ 1 = 1600 Å, λ 2 = 2800 Å and obtain rest frame M 1 and M 2 from the available photometry as explained in Section 2.
3.2. A IRX -β for The PACS Selected Sample In Figure 2 we plot the A IRX -β relation for the full 1 < z < 2.5 PACS-detected sample. There is a significant scatter in the relation. However, the galaxies were color-coded according to their distance from the main-sequence in ∆ log(SFR) MS and the color scale reveals a structure to this scatter. We define ∆ log(SFR) MS = log(SFR galaxy /SFR MS ), where SFR MS (M * , z) is the SFR on the main sequence for the given mass and redshift. We use the Rodighiero et al. (2010) redshift-dependent main-sequence curves. These were derived from Herschel-PACS data in GOODS-N, partial to the data set used here. For convenience, we give the main sequence curves below: To find the main sequence at a specific redshift we linearly interpolate between the above curves for the given mass. For 1.75 < z < 2.5 we assume that the main sequence does not evolve beyond z = 1.75.
It is evident that the higher the ∆ log(SFR) MS of the galaxy, the higher it tends to lie on the A IRX -β relation. As mentioned in the introduction, local galaxies show a very similar effect in the 'birth-rate' parameter, closely related to the SSFR. The main difference between SSFR dependency and ∆ log(SFR) MS dependency is that constant SSFR is independent of the galaxy mass, while constant ∆ log(SFR) MS is mass dependent due to the non-zero slope of the main sequence (e.q. 5). To verify that indeed the slope of the main-sequence has an effect and that ∆ log(SFR) MS is the more important parameter for the scatter, we fit a plane to the data in A IRX , β and either SSFR or ∆ log(SFR) MS space. The result is plotted in Figure 3 . As a first order correction, ∆ log(SFR) MS allows a better minimization of the scatter than simply using the SSFR. Most of the effect is due to the slope and not so much due to the absolute scale of the main-sequence, since the adopted main-sequence of Rodighiero et al. (2010) evolves little from z = 1 to z = 2, but has a significant slope of ∼-0.5 in SSFR versus mass. We warn that the relations in Figure 3 should not be used to derive A IRX . Such attempts will result in a significant fraction of large attenuation correction errors. We also expect systematic deviations, in particular for galaxies with β −1.5 due to the dependency on ∆ log(SFR) MS that may be non-linear over the full range of β.
Galaxies on the main-sequence form a near straight se-quence in A IRX -β ( Figure 2 ). We fit a linear relation to the galaxies close to the main-sequence (−0.15 <∆ log(SFR) MS < 0.15) while minimizing the χ 2 for the orthogonal projection of the A IRX and β errors and derive:
This slope is shallower than the relations derived by M99 and C00 (Figure 2 ). Taken at face value and assuming that the obscuring material is arranged as a screen in front of the sources, an A IRX -β slope of α IRX = 1.26 translates into a dustextinction law with λ −1.18 wavelength dependency (e.q. E1 in the Appendix). Such a UV extinction law is almost identical to the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) extinction law (Gordon et al. 2003) , that has A(λ) ∝ λ −1.15 between 1600 and 2800 Å.
It is clear that the way the sample is selected can significantly affect the derived A IRX -β relation. For example, a high FIR luminosity cut will tend to select galaxies above the mainsequence (in SSFR), resulting in a higher and possibly steeper A IRX -β relation. Mixing different redshifts can result in different A IRX -β relation since galaxies with ULIRG-like IR luminosities have high ∆ log(SFR) MS at z∼0, but can be main sequence galaxies at z > 1. A IRX -β samples that are selected to span a large range in β will tend to select fundamentally different galaxies at the two extremes of the β range.
We also tested a subsample of BzK selected (Daddi et al. 2004 ) galaxies from our full sample. The picture for the BzKs does not change significantly from Figure 2 . This is somewhat expected because almost all z > 1.4 galaxies in our sample are also selected as BzKs, when the Ks imaging is deep enough. The M99, C00 and A MS (β) relations cross each other around β ≈ −1, which is also the peak of the number distribution in β (Figure 2 lower panel). The peak in the β number distribution for sources undetected by PACS is at a slightly lower β. This means that for the large majority of UV galaxies, all 3 relations will produce similar attenuation corrections. However, biases will develop depending on the assumed A IRX -β relation and the sample selection, in particular for galaxies with much higher/lower β than -1.
In the next sections, we will study in more details the scatter in the A IRX -β relation, the parameters governing it, and the information it provides about the internal structure of the galaxies.
MOLECULAR GAS AND THE SPECIFIC ATTENUATION
Stars form in molecular clouds and a tight relation is established between the SFR and the molecular mass surface density (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1989) , often referred to as the 'Kennicutt-Schmidt' (KS) relation. Molecular clouds contain dust that is mixed with the gas and makes them optically thick to UV, obscuring the stars forming in it. The relation between the optical depth and the molecular gas content (with the dust embedded in it) strongly depends on the geometrical arrangement of the stars and dust. Geometries will be discussed in detail in Section 6, but for the moment we can consider the following simple example: (a) two stars and two dust elements, each star with a dust element in front of it that produce a certain attenuation, versus (b) two stars crowded behind a single dust element that obscures both to the same attenuation value as the former case. Therefore, (a) requires more gas and dust per obscured star than (b) to produce the same attenuation.
Let us define a new quantity, the 'specific attenuation' (S A ) as:
S A is proportional to the attenuation per unit molecular gas available per UV emitting star. However, the total number of UV sources N UV is not a convenient quantity to use. The calibration of the UV luminosity as a SFR indicator relies on the assumption that the UV emitting population reaches a steady state in less than 10 8 years of continuous star formation (Kennicutt 1998) . Hence, the SFR in the above equation serves as a more practical proxy to the number of UV emitting stars (N UV ). τ UV is a constant with time dimensions that makes S A dimensionless. The exact value of τ UV is of little consequence in this study as it will be blended by subsequent empirical fitting. Purely for scaling convenience, we will use τ UV = 10 9 yr. Thus, for the typical SFR/M mol ∼ 10 −9 yr −1
and A IRX ∼ 1, we expect S A in order of unity. S A tells us how efficiently the gas (and the dust embedded in it) is arranged in order to block the light from the stars. S A strongly depends on the typical stars-dust geometrical arrangement (see Section 6) and also varies with compactness. If we keep the number of young stars and amount of dust constant, and increase the local surface densities by compressing the dimensions of the star forming regions, then the column density will increase, resulting in a higher A IRX and a higher S A . The physical meaning is that the stars are more crowded behind every gas (dust) element and each gas element blocks the lines of sight to more UV sources. Whether the stars are behind the gas or mixed with it will also have a strong effect on S A .
To derive S A we require CO observation of galaxies at z > 1, that are also detected in the FIR. For the moment, we would like to avoid the extreme and rare cases of sub-millimeter galaxies (SMGs) and concentrate on more common galaxies near the main-sequence. A handful of such PACS-detected galaxies have CO measurements from the Plateau de Bure Interferometer (PdBI) in GOODS-N and the Extended Groth Strip (EGS) fields. Table 2 specifies the details of our CO sample. The sources in GOODS-N were already included in our main A IRX -β sample and here we add the Tacconi et al. (2010) sources in the EGS field, also observed with Herschel-PACS as part of the PEP project (Lutz et al. 2011) . We correct the literature M mol to use a uniform conversion factor α CO = 4.35
α CO already includes a factor of 1.36 that accounts for the He mass. The optical photometry that is used in deriving β and 1600 Å flux (same method as described in Section 2) is from the public catalogs of the AEGIS 4 team. In Figure 4 we plot the A IRX -β diagram for the CO sample. As can be seen, this sample is widely scattered around the Meurer et al. (1999) relation and the A MS (β) (e.q. 6) relation discussed above. The sample has β > −1.5 for all the galaxies and avoids the cases of blue obscured galaxies, that suggest a bimodal distribution in f λ 1 (A) (Section 6).
In section 3 and figure 2 we established that the location on the A IRX -β diagram is shifted upwards in A IRX with increasing ∆ log(SFR) MS . Saintonge et al. (2011b) found a relatively tight correlation between the gas depletion timescale τ dep = M mol /SFR and SSFR for local galaxies. This relation scales with redshift like the main-sequence, which means that more generally, a decreasing τ dep correlates with an increasing ∆ log(SFR) MS (Saintonge et al. 2012) . While the correlation appears to be tight, the values in the x and y axes are correlated. In the bottom panel in particular, A IRX explicitly appears on both axes. To verify that the tighter relation in the bottom panel versus the top panel is indeed significant, we perform a χ 2 test that takes correlations into account (denoted χ 2 ⊥ hereafter). A full description of the test is given in Appendix A. The χ 2 ⊥ values are indicated in each panel and indeed S A offers a significant improvement in tightening the relation. The χ 2 ⊥ for the S A relation is consistent with the expected from pure random noise of the flux measurements. Such a tight relation is non trivial. There are many possible arrangements of the stars and dust that will produce very different S A , while still having the same location in the A IRX -β plane, yet this is not the case in our sample.
The increase in S A with increasing A IRX at a given β indicates that the shift of the galaxies on the A IRX -β plane is mostly due to geometry and not the unattenuated spectral slope β 0 . There is no compelling reason for β 0 to be tightly correlated with S A . Variation in the extinction law due to different dust grains between galaxies can in principle affect both 4 http://aegis.ucolick.org/astronomers.html S A (through A/M mol ) and A IRX at a given β, to produce a correlation. However, S A in our sample changes by factor ∼6, which is more than what reasonable changes to the UV extinction law can produce. We conclude that the scatter in the A IRX -β relation is dominated by the geometrical arrangement of dust and stars as reflected by the values of the specific attenuation S A . Other factors considered such as β 0 and the UV extinction law seem to play a less significant role.
ESTIMATING GAS MASSES WITH UV AND FIR PHOTOMETRY

The S A Method
The relation obtained in figure 5 bottom (e.q. 8) combined with the definition of S A (e.q. 7), can be used to derive molecular gas masses from integrated UV and FIR fluxes: figure 6 we plot the predicted molecular gas mass from e.q. 9 versus the measured values from CO observations. E.q. 9 gives a good prediction to the molecular gas mass for the galaxies in our z ∼ 1 sample, on which the relation was calibrated (blue circles). The scatter is only 0.12 dex, with no bias. However, it is much more interesting to test this method for estimating molecular gas masses on different samples that were not used in its calibration. For this purpose we use a z≈0 subsample from the COLD GASS project 5 (Saintonge et al. 2011a (Saintonge et al. , 2012 , local ultra luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) and two z > 1 SMGs in GOODS-N.
We select the COLD GASS galaxies that have FUV and NUV fluxes from GALEX, and 60 & 100 µm fluxes from IRAS. This sample includes a few galaxies which are labeled as 'mergers' that will be considered separately from the other star forming galaxies (SFGs). The local ULIRGs are selected from the sample of Solomon et al. (1997) crossmatched with the sample of Howell et al. (2010) that provide GALEX fluxes. All the ULIRGs are treated as 'major mergers'. Full details regarding the ULIRGs, the SFG and COLD GASS subsamples, as well as the derivation of IR luminosities and UV slopes are given in Appendix B. A discussion regarding the conversion of IR luminosity to SFR in the COLD GASS sample is provided in Appendix C.
We apply e.q. 9 on the COLD GASS subsample with no additional tuning. The result is plotted in figure 6 . As we can see, e.q. 9 which was derived for z = 1 galaxies, also produces good molecular gas mass estimates for the z = 0 SFG (green circles), which are an order of magnitude lower in M mol and SFR than the z = 1 galaxies. The standard deviation is only 0.16 dex, slightly larger than the scatter at z = 1, though on average, e.q. 9 tends to underestimate COLD GASS M mol by 0.1 dex. There are several possible causes to the 0.1 dex offset. Changes to β 0 , to the UV extinction curve, or to the dust-to-gas ratio can potentially explain a small shift in the S A -A IRX − β relation between z = 1 and z = 0, that will affect e.q. 9. While in the z > 1 sample we avoided using filters that may suffer enhanced attenuation from a 2170 Å 'UV bump', we could not do so with GALEX. The NUV filter is very broad and overlaps with a possible UV bump often observed in local galaxies. This will tend to lower β, which in turn leads to underestimation of M mol . In order to explain the 0.1 dex underestimation seen in Figure 6 , β will need to change by ∼0.4, meaning NUV lowered by ∼0.25 mag due to the 'UV bump'.
'Major mergers' were not included in the z = 1 sample on which the method was calibrated. The derived M mol for the z = 0 'mergers' (COLD GASS and ULIRGs, empty red symbols) are systematically over estimated, by an order of magnitude. Two SMGs in GOODS-N have PACS fluxes and good optical (rest-UV) photometry: HDF169 and HDF242 at redshifts 1.22 and 2.49. The CO fluxes are from Frayer et al. (2008) and Ivison et al. (2011) respectively. Being PACS sources in GOODS-N and at the suitable redshifts, these sources are also included in our A IRX -β main sample (Section 2). The two SMGs are also likely to be products of major mergers which is also reflected in their α CO ≈ 1 M ⊙ K −1 km −1 s pc −2 conversion factors (Tacconi et al. 2008; Magdis et al. 2011; Magnelli et al. 2012) , similar to the local ULIRGs. The two SMGs are plotted in Figure 6 as red stars. Similar to the local mergers, the SMGs M mol are over estimated by the S A method, though only by ∼0.3 dex.
Galaxies that are undergoing major mergers appear to follow a different S A -A IRX -β relation than the tight relation we find for normal SFGs. This likely reflects their compact, intense, central star forming region that dominates the total SFR. If we compare the S A values (using arbitrary τ UV = 10 9 yr M ⊙ for the SMGs, COLD GASS mergers and ULIRGs. Figure 7 shows the S A histograms of the various populations. There is little to no overlap in the spread of S A between the SFGs and mergers. The two SMGs in our sample seem to be very moderate examples and we expect other SMGs to reach higher S A values, more similar to local ULIRGs. The large difference in absolute S A in addition to the deviation from the S A -A IRX -β relation is indicative of a change in the typical star dust geometry, beyond a simple change in the compactness (local surface density) of the star forming regions. For example, a transition from scattered star forming regions with variable obscuration to a central star forming region with dust and stars mix can lead to a dramatic increase in S A . We discuss this further in Section 6. E.q. 9 can therefore be used for molecular gas mass estimation on a wide selection of SFG galaxies. We must caution that the method has been derived and tested on galaxies that are mostly SFG with β > −1.5. Passive galaxies and/or very compact major mergers high above the mainsequence, may follow different S A scalings, as is the case for the COLD GASS mergers and ULIRGs in our sample. We further discuss the possible application to major mergers in the next section.
Comparison With The Kennicut-Schmidt Relation
Another method commonly used for indirect estimation of gas mass is inverting the KS relation (inverse-KS). In order to compare the S A method with the inverse-KS method, we use the three subsamples used above: The z∼1 CO sample (Table 2) and the z∼0 FIR-bright COLD GASS subsample (Table 3) split into normal (labeled 'SFGs') 6 and merger galaxies. For the inverse-KS method, we adopt the relations of Genzel et al. (2010) :
6 Excluding COLD GASS ID 3962 due to lack of a reliable radius measurement Fig. 8.- The deviation of the molecular mass, as derived by various methods, from the molecular mass as measured from CO. Triangles are for assuming a constant gas depletion time scale, squares are for the inverse KS method and circles are for the S A method in this paper. The standard deviation for each method in each of the three samples is indicated in the legend.
were e.q. 10 is used for the normal galaxies and e.q. 11 for the major mergers. For the galaxies surface area we adopt the half light radii from the corresponding literature sources of the samples. The half SFRs are calculated from the S FR(IR) + S FR(UV) as described in Section 3.1.
In Figure 8 we plot the deviation of the estimated M mol from the value derived from CO measurements in dex. The standard deviation (dex) for each subsample with each method is displayed in the legend. The three subsamples are treated separately so possible systematic offsets between the samples will not translate into an increase in the standard deviation. Biases can be adjusted by calibration, but the scatter is more inherent to the method. For the samples used in this study the S A method gives molecular gas mass estimates with an accuracy as good or better than the inverse-KS method, when avoiding extreme cases of major mergers. This is achieved using only integrated rest frame UV and FIR photometry without the need to resolve the galaxies.
For 'major merger' galaxies, the S A method has a large systematic bias in the derived molecular masses versus the inverse-KS method. The latter treats SFG and major mergers separately, using two different relations. However, for the local mergers, the scatter around the systematic bias of the S A method is not larger (slightly smaller in our sample) than the scatter in the inverse-KS relation, which suggests that it may be possible to derive a separate calibration for major mergers, that removes the bias. For example, in our sample, lowering the mergers M mol by 0.8 dex will place the S A mass estimates nearly on top of the inverse-KS estimates, object by object. 0.8 dex is the difference between using e.q. 10 and e.q. 11 for these galaxies. Since here the 'major mergers' include only 3 objects we cannot come to any solid conclusion regarding the application of the S A method to such galaxies. A much larger sample will be required in order to do so.
DISCUSSION: DUST OBSCURATION AND GEOMETRY
Effective Attenuation and The Attenuation Distribution
In the previous sections we found that the scatter in the A IRX -β plane correlate with the distance from the main se-quence ( Figure 2) and also with the specific attenuation S A ( Figure 5) . What is the cause of the scatter and why does S A correlates so well with A IRX − A MS ? The physical parameters involved are the dust properties (extinction curve), the stellar population (unattenuated spectral slope) and the geometrical arrangement of the dust and stars. We must also keep in mind that here we do not observe a single star-forming region, but instead integrate the light from the entire galaxy. Hence, A IRX is an effective UV attenuation that may differ from the attenuation of each individual source in the galaxy. To better understand this, we examine in this section the effects of integration on the A IRX -β relation. Full derivations for the equations below are given in Appendix D.
When integrating the luminosity over an entire galaxy, we include many individual point-like sources and each may have a different attenuation value. Let us denote the normalized distribution of attenuations of the individual sources in the galaxy as f λ 1 (A), i.e. the fraction of sources suffering attenuation between A and A + dA at wavelength λ 1 . Let us now consider a general representation for f λ 1 . We will assume that most of the UV sources are scattered inside a typical range of attenuation values between A min and A min +∆A. For simplicity, we will assume that the distribution is flat inside this range.
Due to the integration over all sources, the resulting effective attenuation is not very sensitive to the fine details of f λ 1 , with a possible exception around A → 0. Most distributions that are unimodal can be approximated as f λ 1 above. We can now obtain the solution for effective attenuation at wavelength λ 1 :
By our definitions and when using the same rest UV wavelength in λ 1 and for deriving A IRX , A λ 1 and A IRX are equivalent. The observed spectral slope β is then given by:
(14) where γ is the power of the UV attenuation law (A(λ) ∝ λ γ ) and R 1,2 = λ 1 /λ 2 . λ 1 and λ 2 are the two wavelengths between which the UV slope is measured, 1600 Å and 2800 Å respectively in this study. With equations 13 and 14 above we can plot the expected A IRX -β relation for various f λ 1 (A) distributions.
Archetypal Dust and Star Geometries
Let us now consider some possible, basic arrangements for the stars and dust mix. In figure 9 we sketch three archetypal stars and dust arrangements and one combination. These are by no means all the possible arrangements, but are sufficient for demonstrating the general principle. On the right hand side of the figure, we plot the approximation for the resulting f λ 1 (A). For simplicity, but still maintaining the essence of the matter, in all cases f λ 1 is approximated to be a flat distribution between A min and A min + ∆A.
The two most commonly assumed geometries are the uniform obscuring screen (case a) and the even-mix (case b) of a+b is a combination of a mix with an obscuring screen. The attenuation distribution for each case is plotted on the right hand side and parametrized by A min and ∆A stars and dust. The A IRX -β relation for both cases can be obtained from the general solution (e.q. 13 and 14). The special solutions for each case can be found in Appendix E.
In Figure 10 top panel we plot the expected A IRX -β relations for uniform screen and even-mix models with various attenuation laws, while fixing β 0 = −2.2. For the uniform obscuring screen, the A IRX -β relation is linear with β (e.q. E1). The slope is determined solely by γ, while β 0 determines the intercept with the β axis. Variation in the SSFR will change the ratio between the young and old stellar populations that tend to have lower and higher β 0 respectively, resulting in a horizontal shift in the A IRX -β plot. Variations in β 0 can thus create scatter in the A IRX -β relation that is correlated with the SSFR and ∆ log(SFR) MS . However, even main-sequence galaxies at z > 1 have very high SSFRs, comparable with intense local starbursts and their UV light is still dominated by the very young population. To explain the large scatter in A IRX by β 0 variations alone (under the uniform screen assumption) requires very low β values, lower than those seen in young stellar clusters and outside the typical predicted range of −2.6 < β < −2.0 (e.g., Wilkins et al. 2012) . The relation that we derived from the main sequence galaxies in section 3 implies β 0 = −3.0, that is an unusually low value. However, the direct translation of the intercept in the linear A IRX -β relation into β 0 is relevant only if the geometry is that of a uniform obscuring screen, which is disfavored in this study.
The even-mix geometry (Figure 10 , dashed lines) also fails to explain the data. The even-mix distribution can only produce very blue (i.e. low) β. The limit for the change in the UV spectral slope is:
With typical values of γ ∼ −1, this distribution can only produce a narrow range of low β values, lower than in the majority of our sample. It is clear therefore, that a broad f λ 1 (A) distribution that starts from near zero attenuation does not fit our sample. The typical galaxies in the sample must have f λ 1 (A) distributions that vanish when A → 0 and that effectively means at least some foreground screen component. In other words, A min > 0 and ∆A > 0 are required.
We denote the combination of even-mix with an additional foreground screen as case a+b. Such a distribution could arise from young stars embedded in molecular clouds starting at a minimal depth, or an additional obscuring component in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM). Perhaps just as relevant when dealing with integrated luminosities, is the variable screens geometry as sketched in figure 9 c. In case c, each star forming region has a different screen and the region-to-region variations are what produces the ∆A width of f λ 1 (A), as opposed to case a+b where ∆A is the depth inside a slab. As long as the resulting f λ 1 (A) in cases c and a+b are similar, they will produce a similar A IRX -β relation. Adopting γ = −1.18 from A MS (e.q. 6), β 0 = −2.2 (between Meurer et al. 1999; Calzetti et al. 2000) , and variable A min and ∆A values, we plot the resulting A IRX -β relations in figure 10 bottom panel. In this picture, z ∼ 1 main-sequence galaxies have a typical attenuation distributions with full widths of ∆A ∼ 12 magnitudes, while galaxies with enhanced SFR have much broader distributions. The main sequence galaxies scatter along the linear relation mostly due to the A min component that varies between them and controls the observed UV color. Being the most general case that combines both a screen and a broad distribution we can see in Figure 10 that no A min and ∆A combination can explain galaxies with β −1.5 and A IRX > 1. These galaxies either have a combination of lower β 0 and a flatter attenuation law (higher γ), or more likely, a bimodallike attenuation distributions (Appendix E.3).
The Relation Between S A and Geometry
On the A IRX -β plane there is no difference between a combination of stars-dust mix with an additional obscuring screen (case a+b) and the variable screens (case c), as long as the resulting attenuation distributions f λ 1 (A) are similar. There is however an important distinction between the S A of the two cases: in case a+b, each layer of the slab obscure several stars, the observer-side layer obscuring the largest number. This allows a relatively small amount of gas to provide a high attenuation for most stars, as opposed to case c, where each star/region requires its own independent column of gas, resulting in a lower S A (i.e., more gas per UV star to achieve the same integrated A IRX ).
As we can see from e.q. 13, if the attenuation distribution is unimodal, then the deviation of the galaxy from the uniform screen (for which A screen = A min ) A IRX -β relation behaves like ∼ log(∆A), regardless if ∆A is an actual slab depth (case b) or a variation between regions (case c). The correlation of S A with A IRX − A screen (β) is caused by the width of the f λ 1 (A) distribution, represented in our simplified model by ∆A, and regardless of A min . An increase in ∆A move the galaxies away from A screen (β) and corresponds to a more compact star forming regions or a stronger tendency towards a mix of stars and gas, thus S A increases as well. Note that the values of A min are significantly smaller than ∆A, and for most of our sample, A min < 2. This means that most of the gas mass is in the ∆A component and only a small fraction of the gas is in the foreground. This is likely the reason why A IRX − A screen (β), that is nearly proportional to log(∆A), is such a good indicator to the gas mass in e.q. 9.
The galaxies from which e.q. 8 was derived are all star forming disks, dotted with star forming regions and likely share a fairly similar basic stars-dust geometry. The same can be said about the COLD GASS SFGs. Moderate changes to the surface densities and/or geometry are enough to explain the limited range of S A in these two SFGs samples (Figure 7) . The local ULIRGs on the other hand are characterized by a central core of very dense star formation. The ULIRGs are also likely to have a fundamentally different obscuration geometry, that results in their S A being higher by two orders of magnitude than that of the SFGs. In merger galaxies S A increase both by the compactness of the star forming region as well as due to a radical change in the geometry type, thus they deviate from the relation found for SFGs (e.q. 8 and e.q. 9). Mergers are also more likely to have a bimodal f λ 1 (A), which will throw off the relation between S A and β.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied the attenuation of UV (1600 Å) light from star forming galaxies at redshifts 1 < z < 2.5 and its relation to the UV slope β. The effective attenuation A IRX was derived from the FIR/UV ratio, also known as IRX. We use Herschel-PACS deep FIR imaging and optical photometry from various instruments that cover rest-frame UV. Our sample shows a significant scatter in the A IRX -β relation, but with a structure to the scatter, where galaxies with increasingly enhanced SFR relative to the main SFR-M * relation (main-sequence) show an enhanced A IRX for their β.
When selecting only main-sequence galaxies, they tend to form a tighter sequence than the full population in the A IRX -β diagram, with a flatter slope than commonly used relations, such as Meurer et al. (1999) and Calzetti et al. (2000) . In terms of the UV extinction curve, our findings favor a steeper A(λ) ∝ λ γ dependency than the above mentioned relations, with a power of γ ∼ −1.18, similar to that of the Small Magellanic Cloud. However, such a conversion from the A IRX -β slope to the extinction curve is geometry dependent. The above mentioned literature A IRX -β relations and the relation for main sequence galaxies found in this work cross each other close to the peak in the β number distribution of 1 < z < 2.5 galaxies. Hence, the attenuation corrections obtained from the different relations tend to produce similar global SFRs, but with different biases.
Using a smaller sample of 1 < z < 1.5 galaxies with CO gas mass measurements, we studied the relation between UV attenuation and molecular gas masses. We find a very tight relation between the location in the A IRX -β diagram and S A the 'specific attenuation', a quantity that represents the attenuation contributed by the amount of molecular gas available per young star. S A depends on both the geometrical starsdust arrangement and the compactness of the individual 7 star
forming regions. We demonstrate that the tight empirical relation between S A and the location in the A IRX -β diagram can be used to estimate molecular gas masses using UV and FIR photometry alone, without the need to resolve the galaxies. For normal SFG at 0 < z < 1.5, the accuracy is between 0.12-0.16 dex when compared with masses derived from CO observations. Major mergers and SMGs seem to have a different stars and dust geometry and possibly follow a different S A -A IRX -β relation, that remains to be determined. PACS has been developed by a consortium of institutes led by MPE (Germany) and including UVIE (Austria); KUL, CSL, IMEC (Belgium); CEA, OAMP (France); MPIA (Germany); IFSI, OAP/OAT, OAA/CAISMI, LENS, SISSA (Italy); IAC (Spain). This development has been supported by the funding agencies BMVIT (Austria), ESA-PRODEX (Belgium), CEA/CNES (France), DLR (Germany), ASI (Italy), and CICYT/MCYT (Spain).
This study makes use of data from AEGIS, a multi wavelength sky survey conducted with the Chandra, GALEX, Hubble, Keck, CFHT, MMT, Subaru, Palomar, Spitzer, VLA, and other telescopes and supported in part by the NSF, NASA, and the STFC. This test uses a Monte-Carlo simulation in order to obtain the distribution of values which are derived from several observables with random errors. Both axes in Figure 5 are derived values with propagated errors and therefore must be treated equally. In addition, several observables are shared between the axes and therefore the propagated errors are correlated. By calculating χ 2 for the perpendicular deviation from a theoretical linear relation one can determine the 'goodness of fit' without bias towards any of the two variables (axes). By simulating a resampling of the observed data one can measure the distribution of the derived values from the simulation and do so simultaneously for both axes, deriving the distribution of the perpendicular distance from the tested theory. Thus, the correlations in the errors are also taken into account.
We randomize all the input fluxes (UV, FIR, CO) according to their estimated errors while assuming a normal distribution. From the new set of fluxes we recalculate τ dep , S A , A MS (β) and A IRX . We then calculate the perpendicular distance δ ⊥,i from the original relations (in Figure 5) for each galaxy i. The process is repeated a large number of times until we can derive a distribution for each δ ⊥,i . The χ 2 ⊥ is then defined as:
whereδ ⊥,i is the perpendicular distance of the measured data point i from the mean relation and σ(δ ⊥,i ) is the standard deviation in δ ⊥,i as derived from the simulated distribution. For each simulated set of input fluxes we also re-fit the S A (A IRX − A MS ) relation. The distributions in the values of the coefficients are fully consistent with the best fit and uncertainty values given in e.q. 8.
B. THE COLD GASS SUBSAMPLE AND LOCAL ULIRGS
We select the COLD GASS galaxies that have FUV and NUV fluxes from GALEX, and 60 & 100 µm fluxes from IRAS. Galaxy pairs, whose individual components are confused in some of the bands were excluded. β and the UV flux at 1600 Å were calculated by fitting a power-law spectrum to the GALEX fluxes, while taking into account the (very broad) filters responses. The L IR (8 − 1000 µm) luminosity was calculated by fitting CE01 templates to the two IRAS fluxes, while allowing both scale and template to vary. For a discussion on the conversion of L IR to SFR for this sample see Appendix C. Most of these galaxies tend to be SFG slightly above the z = 0 main sequence (e.g., Brinchmann et al. 2004 ) and we adopt α CO = 4.35
conversion factor for these galaxies (similar to the z ∼ 1 sample). A few of the selected galaxies are classified as 'mergers' and a different conversion factor (α CO = 1.0 M ⊙ K −1 km −1 s pc −2 ) was used in the derivation of their M mol . The criteria for using the lower α CO are IRAS flux ratio S(60)/S(100)>0.6 and L IR > 10 11 L⊙. Two of the three galaxies flagged as 'mergers' also show clear signs of an ongoing merger in their optical images. The essential information of the COLD GASS subsample is displayed in Table 3 .
In order to include more extreme local galaxies, we build a sample of ULIRGs composed of objects shared between the samples of Solomon et al. (1997) and Howell et al. (2010) . These ULIRGs were observed with GALEX and IRAS and we treat them in the same way as the COLD GASS sample. Solomon et al. (1997) found for these galaxies α CO ≈ 1.0 and we adopt this as a uniform value for all ULIRGs in the sample. See Table 4 for the list of objects and photometric fluxes.
In Figure 11 we plot the location of the COLD GASS and ULIRGs samples on the A IRX -β plane. The z∼1 sample is also plotted for comparison. Also plotted is the grid of A IRX -β relations for the various attenuation distributions, similar to Figure 10 (see Section 6.2 for details).
C. L IR AS A SFR INDICATOR FOR LOW-Z GALAXIES
The IRAS selected COLD GASS sub-sample has a significantly lower SFR and SSFR (medians 7.7 M ⊙ yr −1 and 2 × 10 −10 yr −1 respectively) than our z∼1 sample, although these values are still on the high side for local galaxies. The smaller young stellar population relative to evolved stars raises the question whether a sizable fraction the L IR that we measure is due to radiation from old stars, reprocessed by the dust and emitted in the FIR. Several recent studies have attempted to address this issue and arrived at seemingly contradicting results, depending on the samples, wavelength range (FIR versus sub-millimeter) and methods. For example, Smith et al. (2012) studied the SEDs of galaxies selected from the H-ATLAS survey that observe galaxies in Herschel-SPIRE sub-millimeter bands (250-500 µm). They conclude that for galaxies with SSFR similar to our COLD-GASS subsample as much as 50% of the 8-1000 µm luminosity can be due to dust heated by old stellar populations. Calzetti et al. (2010) found an excess in 70 µm emission when comparing to the SFR as derived from a combination of Hα and 24 µm emission, which they attribute to heating by old stars. Li et al. (2010) studied the 70 µm luminosity as a SFR indicator and by comparing to the results of Calzetti et al. (2010) concluded that 25-40% of the total integrated 70 µm emission in their galaxies is not related to star formation. However, the samples of Calzetti et al. (2010) and Li et al. (2010) were based on galaxies with typical SFR lower by an order of magnitude than the COLD GASS sub sample. If the luminosity due to star formation is scaled up by an order of magnitude, the fraction of 70 µm integrated emission due to old stars would go down to a few percents. Domínguez Sánchez et al. (2012) compared the SFR as derived from Hα and from Herschel-PACS 100 and 160 µm, for a sample of low redshift galaxies with very similar median SFR and SSFR as 
units. A value of 4.35 is adopted for the normal SFG and 1.0 for galaxies classified as 'mergers'. α CO includes a factor of 1.36 that accounts for the He mass in the H 2 phase.
TABLE 4
The combined local ULIRGs sample of Solomon et al. (1997) and Howell et al. (2010) . our COLD GASS subsample. They find an excellent agreement between the two SFR indicators, in particular for spiral galaxies like our COLD GASS galaxies. Since old stellar populations produce very little Hα, their result indicate that in their sample, very little of the L IR as derived from 100 and 160 µm (very similar to the method used in this paper) is due to old stellar populations. Boquien et al. (2010) studied in detail the 100 and 160 µm emission in M33 and conclude that the 100 µm emission is a good tracer of SFR, while 160 µm emission may be affected by other processes. The origin of the FIR emission from region of low SFR density is unclear and the interpretation is strongly affected by uncertainties and modeling. Correcting the derived L IR to remove emission which is unrelated to star formation is therefore not trivial. Studies based on FIR bands (60-100 µm) tend to find smaller contamination from old stellar population than studies based on sub-millimeter (250-500 µm) bands. As Smith et al. (2012) point out, sub-millimeter selected galaxies tend to be colder and dustier than FIR selected galaxies, and their L IR is more likely to be affected by radiation from old stars. Diffuse dust heated by the old stellar population is expected to be much colder than dust which is heated by the young stars and will dominate the emission only at long wavelengths, in the sub-millimeter bands. L IR as derived from SED fitting to the shorter FIR wavelengths, that are dominated by star formation related emission, does not include a component of cold diffuse dust. The fitted SED may under-predict the submillimeter luminosity, but still provide the correct L IR to be converted to SFR using the bolometric consideration of Kennicutt (1998) . Since for the COLD GASS subsample we fit Chary & Elbaz (2001) SEDs to the IRAS 60 and 100 µm bands and since the SFR and SSFR of these galaxies is relatively high for local galaxies, we do not apply any correction to the derived L IR before converting it to SFR.
D. DERIVATION OF AN ANALYTICAL A IRX -β RELATION
Let us define A λ the effective attenuation at wavelength λ as:
A λ therefore represents the magnitude by which the observed luminosity L λ is attenuated with respect to the integrated luminosity at the source L λ, source . The luminosities are integrated over the entire galaxy and A λ includes all effects of absorption and scattering. Generally, A λ will be wavelength dependent and A λ 1 A λ 2 . As a result, observed flux ratios (colors) will differ from those ratios at the source. Combining e.q. D1 and 4, we can write:
where β and β 0 are the observed and unattenuated UV spectral slopes, respectively. When integrating the luminosity over an entire galaxy, we include many individual point-like sources and each may have a different attenuation value. Let us denote the normalized distribution of attenuations of the individual sources in the galaxy as f λ 1 (A), i.e. the fraction of sources suffering attenuation between A and A + dA at wavelength λ 1 . We then apply e.q. D1 on each source in the galaxy according to the f λ 1 (A) distribution and integrate to derive the total observed (attenuated) luminosity. The effective attenuation that converts between the total emitted (unattenuated) luminosity and the total observed luminosity is:
Here we obtain A λ 2 through the attenuation distribution in λ 1 with the use of the extinction law (represented by γ) to convert from A ′ λ 2 to A ′ λ 1 under the integral. Extinction laws in the UV-to-optical wavelengths can be approximated as a power law with power γ, excluding a 'UV bump' around 2170 Å in some examples. For a point source and any two wavelengths, γ can always be defined through the relation: A λ 1 /A λ 2 = (λ 1 /λ 2 ) γ , even if the extinction curve is not a true power-law. Let us now consider a general representation for f λ 1 . We will assume that most of the UV sources are scattered inside a typical range of attenuation values between A min and A min + ∆A. For simplicity, we will assume that the distribution is flat inside this range.
Due to the integration in e.q. D3, the effective attenuation is not very sensitive to the fine details of f λ 1 , with a possible exception around A → 0. Most distributions that are not strictly multi-modal can be approximated as f λ 1 above. We can now insert f λ 1 into e.q. D3 and obtain A λ 1 the solution for effective attenuation at wavelength λ 1 : 
where R 1,2 = λ 1 /λ 2 . By our definitions and when using the same rest UV wavelength in λ 1 and for deriving A IRX , the two attenuations A λ 1 and A IRX are equivalent. With equations D5 and D6 above we can plot the expected A IRX -β relation for various f λ 1 distributions, as we did in Figure 10 .
E. A IRX -β RELATIONS FOR ARCHETYPAL CASES
The Uniform Obscuring Screen The simplest case to consider and the one which is most commonly assumed, is a uniform obscuring screen ( Figure 9 , case a). In this case, all sources are subjected to the same attenuation magnitude and the distribution has the form of a Dirac delta function f λ 1 (A) = δ(A λ 1 ). We set A min = A λ 1 , ∆A → 0 and the log term in e.q. 13 and e.q. 14 goes to zero. The A IRX -β relation for wavelength λ 1 becomes:
Notice that the selection of the two wavelengths that are used in the definitions does have a small impact on this relation. The A IRX -β relation for this case is a straight line. The slope is determined solely by γ, and β 0 determines the intercept with the β axis. We stress that the association of γ with the linear slope and β 0 with the intercept is specific to the obscuring screen geometry and may not be so in other cases.
The Even-Mix Another case which is often considered is one in which the stars and dust are occupying the same slab volume with a constant densities ratio. It is represented by sketch b in Figure 9 . In the special case of uniform densities, the attenuation distribution is:
When integrating the light over the entire galaxy, such a broad distribution makes some physical sense. Stars are forming inside molecular clouds at various depths inside the clouds, not only at the core. Older stars and stars that form near the edge of the cloud can clear away much of the obscuring material in their immediate vicinity and lower the attenuation they suffer and as a result, there is some width to the attenuation distribution. It is also relevant for galaxies that are observed nearly edge-on if the star forming regions are scattered in the disk and the inter stellar medium contributes a significant amount of attenuation. The expected result in these cases is a distribution of optical depths, starting from near zero and up to the maximum depths of the clouds, approximated as a step function in e.q. E2. In this case we use A min = 0 in e.q. 13:
log(e) 1 − 10
A similar solution can be obtained for A λ 2 by replacing the ∆A terms with ∆A(λ 1 /λ 2 ) −γ in e.q. E3. For ∆A >> 1 the effective attenuation increase like A λ 1 ∼ log(∆A). The even-mix distribution can only produce very blue (i.e. low) β. The β value for such a distribution is given in e.q. 14. For the limit A min = 0 and ∆A → ∞, we obtain:
The Bimodal Distribution Another simple case is a bimodal distribution f λ 1 = aδ(A 1 ) + (1 − a)δ(A 2 ). This is relevant for a case in which some of the stars are forming in large dense clouds, for example at the galactic center, and others in normal HII regions of low obscuration, scattered in the disk.
A bimodal distribution has three free parameters, but since we have only two flux measurements there are an infinite number of solutions. For simplicity, we will choose the most trivial solution that has only two free parameters:
where a is the fraction of the population suffering the lower attenuation. This distribution has one component at an 'infinite' optical depth that does not contribute to the observed UV fluxes and the other at the correct optical depth to produce the observed β. Here, 'infinite' means high enough so that the observed light is dominated by the component at lower depth, even if the obscured one is much more luminous at the source. While such a distribution cannot be represented in terms of A min and ∆A, it is easy to obtain the solutions for A λ 1 and A λ 2 from e.q. D3. We get:
A λ 1 = A 1,screen (β) − 2.5 log(a)
where A screen (β) is the solution for the uniform screen geometry (e.q. E1). Since a < 1, we get A λ 1 > A screen (β) and if we attempt to derive the attenuation while assuming a uniform slab geometry we will underestimate the attenuation. On an A IRX -β plot, an increasing obscured fraction (decreasing a) will appear as a vertical shift in the attenuation for a given β value. This distribution can produce any β that the obscuring screen can produce and any increase in A above the A IRX -β relation for the obscuring screen. Even very blue galaxies with β ≈ β 0 can have significant attenuation and such a distribution can explain the galaxies with blue UV colors and relatively high attenuation (β −1.5, A IRX 3).
